
R.White

Press ads
Formats and genres

- The retail sales screamer: loud headline, lots of products, 
starbursts, exclamation marks, big prices, heavy use of a close-
out date

- The financial services comparison: a table of apparently 
comparable product features from competitive products, 
carefully selected to demonstrate our brand's superiority

- The advertorial: heavily used now by more complex financial 
services products

- The pseduo-quiz. Always a good attention-grabber
- The brand icon - common for fragrance, fashion
- The classic off-the-page, long copy, every-detail-you-could ever-

want-to-think-about, including many you never ever thought of...
- The move-the-metal car promotion
- The topical opportunist
- The celebrity endorsement
- The cartoon strip
- The recipe ad

TV commercial genres typical formats

Product-based
Demonstration
Product story (manufacture, ingredients, etc.)
Competitive contrast / challenge

People-based
'Slice-of-life'
Mini-drama (even series)

Borrowed fame
Endorsement
Parody / pastiche (of films / ads / sitcoms)

'Using the medium'
Drama
Song-and-dance
Cartoon
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